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DDR STATEMENT
Tessellated material systems are relevant to a range of scientific disciplines. At 
“Matters of Activity” we formed an interdisciplinary group (consisting of researches 
from morphology, material science, engineering and design) to collaboratively explore 
tessellation systems. Within the group my background as Industrial Designer adds 
new possible modes of investigation. The notion of prototyping and iterating with 
materials and software, supported the natural scientists in the creation of classes, 
relevant for categorizing natural tessellation systems. Further does the presented 
workflow rely on a degree of abstraction that is modulated by the choice of material 
and materialization. The material driven investigation embraces that prototypes 
might sometimes not be able to answer questions but even pose new once. Within 
the group physical prototypes are used as mediators. These research objects help 
to communicate across disciplines and to define a common ground of knowledge. 
Through the process of prototyping aesthetic decision making and intuition are 
made productive, resulting in objects that carry information. A constant and regular 
exchange between disciplines is necessary to ensure the added value of the created 
research objects. To investigate further aspects of tessellated material systems, 
new modes of material and materialization will be developed. Through the multi-
disciplinary exchange new needs and levels of complexity are addressed towards 
the production of prototypes leading to a development of tools essential for design 
driven research.  

ABSTRACT 
Nature provides a vast variety of patterns and material solutions. Tessellated material 
systems are surfaces composed of individual plates, with distinct functions. Such 
systems occur across species and taxonomic groups. Despite the biological diversity 
morphological variations are so similar that overall formal principles can be identified.
In natural tessellation systems rigid plates interact vividly with flexible, soft interfacing
membrane to form functional surfaces. This results in a complexity of properties 
that is difficult to simulate digitally. To overcome limitations in simulation, analogue 
prototypes have been developed. Mechanically rigid elements are laminated to pre-
stretched textiles using 3D printing. In these prototypes the textile simulates the soft 
interfacing membrane between the hard plates as observed in natural systems. This 
workflow is used to investigate the form-function relationship between pattern and 

textile surface. With the goal of designing textile surfaces to cover, fit and protect
complex three-dimensional shapes.
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SPECIMENS

1.  CHELONIA MYDAS - Green turtle

2.  LEPIDOSTEUS OSSEAS - Longnose gar 

3.  TESTUDO DENTICULATA - Forrest tortoise

4.  LACERTA VIRIDIS - Green lizard

5.  MANTIS - Pangolin

6.  DASYPUS NOVEMCINCTUS - Armadillo 

7.  GYMNOPHIONA - Caecilian
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TESSELLATED MATERIAL SYSTEMS
A workflow towards designing surfaces 

with distinct kinematic properties
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Biology provides a huge variety of patterns and material 

solutions. This research focusses on tessellated material 

systems, precisely on surface systems composed of 

relatively hard tiles with soft interfacing membrane. 

Such systems occur in nature at all scales, from molecular 

arrangements to macroscopic units. Tessellated systems 

unify various functional properties such as prevention of 

cracking, flexibility and protection in armors. (1) (2) 

 

As an interdisciplinary group of researchers (morphology, 

engineering, material science and design) we are 

commonly interested in finding similarities in natural 

tessellation systems appearing across species and 

scales (fig. 1 - 7), in order to review form-function relation-

ships. Despite the diversity of patterns, many of the 

observed morphological variations exhibit overall formal 

principles. The following categories have been devel-

oped to describe and distinguish tessellation systems: 

Tile Shape, Tile to Tile Interaction, Tile Granularity and 

Tessellation Pattern. 
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This design driven research project focusses on developing 

a workflow to generate parametric tessellation patterns 

and simulate how these patterns prescribe the 

kinematic movement in a surface system. The developed 

workflow relies on two well established design tools: 1st: 

The parametric pattern generation is performed with 

Rhinoceros 7 and its plugin Grasshopper, as well as the 

Kangaroo Physics extension develop by Daniel Piker. (3)

2nd: The simulation of surface kinematics is performed 

with 3D printing on pre-stretched textiles, as present-

ed by Christoph Guberan ( MIT Self-assembly lab) and 

others. (4) (5)

The computational approach translates the developed 

categories (fig.8) into parameters to create the 

functionality for parametric iterations, and the 

systematical exploration of parameter spaces. The process 

also allows to analyze double curved target surfaces, 

and generate individualized tessellation patterns for the 

analyzed surface. The resulting pattern can further be 

adjusted and iterated according to the categories.

 

In nature a rather reduced variance in build materials 

(mostly minerals and organic polymers), results in struc-

turally advanced solutions that balance the mechanical 

trade-offs. (6) Tessellated Material Systems achieve 

diverse functions through the prescribed interactions 

performed between soft interface and hard tiles. Such a 

complexity of properties is difficult to simulate digitally. 

To overcome limitations in computer-based simulation, 

analogue prototypes have been developed. 

Mechanically rigid elements are laminated to pre-

stretched textiles using 3D printing. The textile therein 

simulates the soft interfacing membrane between the 

hard plates as observed in natural systems. (fig.9)  

A suitable textile with elastic properties was selected 

(jersey 94% cotton, 6% elastane). The textile traps sur-

face tension, that can (after 3D printing) be applied to 

the whole system (activation power).   
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Once the tension of the fabric is released, those areas 

covered by 3D printed material are hard enough to resist 

the shining force while the rest of the fabric shrinks back 

to original size. The elasticity of the fabric and the rigid-

ity of the printed plastic allow regions of the textile to 

shrink more than others, resulting in three-dimensional 

surface deformation. (fig.10)

 

Recent research around 3D printing on textiles was 

geared towards developing new perspectives in additive 

manufacturing or finding relevant use cases in products. 

This research project uses 3D printing on textiles as a 

tool to evaluate the relationship between pattern and 

function in natural tessellated systems. The observa-

tions through physical prototypes are used to prove 

coherences between pattern and surface deformation 

(leading to functions) (fig.11-15). 

Experimental rows according to natural specimen can 

be performed and the parameters that are not repre-

sented in natural systems can be mapped, displayed 

and physically tested. The presented workflow of 

mapping pattern formations to kinematic behaviors 

aims for the possibility of producing structures with 

distinct kinematic properties. The produced prototypes 

embody knowledge that can be activated in discussions 

with other scientific disciplines. The materialization of 

patterns forces to adapt to a certain degree of abstrac-

tion, but proved to be a sufficient tool in exploring the 

continuity and coherence of  tessellation parameters.
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EXPERIMENTAL ROWS

11.  TILE SHAPE - vertical stretch 

12.  TILE SHAPE - horizontal stretch

13.  TILE -TILE INTERACTION - hard fall off

14.  TILE -TILE INTERACTION - inverted fall off

15.  TESSELLATION PATTERN 
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